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Labdoo is a grassroots project that aims at solving the digital divide

problem through the participation of as many people as possible, each
of us taking on a small mission.

While anyone can participate at any

level, Labdoo hubs are locations in the planet where volunteers gather
and carry out one or more Labdoo tasks.

Hubs can take on many

different tasks, such as collecting and tagging laptops, sanitizing them,
organizing dootrips, deploying laptops in local schools, recycling,
outreaching to your community, etc.

If you and your friends want to take an

active role in the fight against the digital
divide, now you have the tools to do so.
Create your own Labdoo hub and help

bring the hope of edoocation to every
child in the planet.
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Building laboratories for edoocation one at a time

What is a Labdoo Hub?
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Hub Activities

Deployment -

Identify schools that need laptops

and set up new edoovillage projects

with them

A best practice

is to start with one or two activities, and
then progressively increase as you gain
experience.

In any case, you decide

Recycle Laptops -

Recycle laptops that no

which activities you can carry out

longer work and help

depending on your resources.

Collect and tag laptops Collect unused laptops from
your local community and
maintain your own laptop
inventory

reduce eWaste

Labdoo Hub
Network

Global Events -

Set up your own

global events such as

QA Global parties,

where volunteers from

around the globe
meet to fix and

Quality Assurance -

sanitize laptops

Sanitize laptops, install Ubuntu +
education software, build magic
boxes

Dootrips -

Outreach your community-

Let people know about the digital divide
and eWaste problems, mobilize people to
help the Labdoo cause.

Organize your own

dootrips by mobilizing

travellers in your own

area
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Building laboratories for edoocation one at a time

As a hub you can choose to do any of
the following activities.
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